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cooking iS on TREnD

DeWok is a versatile and innovative 
lifestyle product with a clear design 
language that visually and stylistically 
reflects the Zeitgeist.

With DeWok, you benefit from healthy 
and gentle cooking, and you cook 
entirely according to your personal 
taste. Be it fish, meat or vegetables - 
with DeWok almost anything is possible.  

Either in the great outdoors with 
friends or family or when alone on 
the sofa, DeWok can be used in a 
variety of ways and should not be 
missing from modern and healthy 
cuisine.

Cooking without electricity. 
No matter when. No matter where. 
No matter what.

versatility dishes

gentle cooking

without electricity

Made in Germany

Indoor & Outdoor
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It is well known 
that the way to the 
heart is through 
the stomach.
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exclusive stone special stainless steel

special 
aluminium

safety 
burner

solid wood
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DEWok SET BLAck EDiTion
With the DeWok Single Set, up to 2 people can 
enjoy a delicious dish either at home or when 
out and about.

High quality materials such as stainless steel, 
granite, natural plum wood and bamboo wood 
guarantee first-class quality and durability.

* We recommed our DeWok organic ethanol burner gel 

SiZE:
L x B x H 180 x 180 x 135 mm
pan ø 150mm (200-400g portion) 
weight included pan: 3,3 kg 

MATERiAL: 
stone, stainless steel SUS304 (food tested), 
aluminium, brass, cotton, bamboo, solid wood

article no.: SS190701.001S

special details

optimal for 2 people



Culinary art 
from the comfort 
of your 
own sofa.
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DEWok REciPE
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DEWok REciPE
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DEWok SET BLAck EDiTion
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With the DeWok Double Set, up to 4 people can 
enjoy a delicious dish either at home or when 
                                              out and about. High        

     quality materials such as 
stainless steel, granite, 

natural plum wood and bamboo wood 
guarantee first-class quality and durability.

* We recommed our DeWok organic ethanol burner gel 

SiZE:
L x B x H 400 x 180 x 135 mm
pan ø 150mm (200-400g portion) 
weight: 8,7 kg 

MATERiAL: 
stone, stainless steel SUS304 (food tested), 
aluminium, brass, cotton, bamboo, solid wood

article no.: DS190701.001S

optimal for 4 people
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Cooking 
with loved ones 
makes the DeWok 
doubly pleasurable.
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DEWok REciPE
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DEWok REciPE



On the next 
road trip, you’ll 
want to take a 
longer break!





Made for:

DeWok gmbH
Donatusstrasse 107–109 
50259 Pulheim
Website: www.dewok.de
Email: hello@dewok.de

Follow us on:




